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SGA Decision To Grant Minorities Seats Raises Debate
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

ences of certain groups, Kelly
Collis '96 asked, "Why not give
[every interest group] a seat?"
Approximately 75 students
Annette Fernandez '96
gathered for "Come Bitch at quickly responded, "Being a
SGA," which was held last minority is intrinsically differWednesday, November 2nd at ent from... choosing to be differ8:00 PM in the Washington ent." She added, "Minority stuRoom. According to SGA Presi- dents have a different experident Lizz Platt '95, "We initially ence here."
scheduled this now because I
SGA Executive Vice-Presiwanted one... After the motion dent Jonathan "Bama" Esptein
on the keg ban, we decided that '97concurred. "I think it's amazwe needed an info session be- ing that someone would think
cause we were going to have a that the Italian-Americans
referendum."
would have the same problems
While the purpose of the [that these minority groups
meeting was for students to ex- do]."
press any and all concerns about
"A student governmenthas
the action or inaction of the Stu- the responsibility to represent
dent Government, the meeting those who voted for them," said
immediately focused on the re- Vice-President of Finance Jim
cent designation of seven per- Moodie '96. "A seat afforded to
manent minority seats.
an interest does not have the
In reference to SGA's ac- same responsibility. There is no
knowledgment of the differplease turn to page 5

On Monday, October 31st, approximately 125 students crammed into the
Rittenberg Conference Room to witness the Student Government Association's
landmark decision to reserve special interest seats for minority groups.

ALICE YAKADA

Sun Shines On Homecoming 1994
BY LISSA SMITH
News Editor
Young and old Alumnae returned to Trinity last weekend
for Homecoming 1994. Friday's
events were the annual pep rally,
followed by a pre-game party.
Saturday's activities included
the football game against
Amherst, numerous tailgates,
and celebratory post-game parties around campus.
Thefestivitiesbeganat6:45,
Friday evening, with the pep
rally sponsored by the Senior,
Junior, Sophomore and Freshman class committees. The main
quad was filled with Trinity students as 30/30, a student band,
began the celebration.

Senior co-captains of the
football team, Shawn Kirby and
Peter Tighe, then introduced
themselves and the other fourteen seniors who would be playing in their final home game the
next day against Amherst. The
cheerleaders then rallied the
crowd as the players lit the
wooden. "A." ' '." .
The class committees also
sponsored a pre-game party in
the Washington room where
students were clad in blue and
gold.
Saturday began as two
parachutists jumped from a
plane onto the football field, the
second of which landed in Tom
McDavitt's uniform #22 carrying the gameball. TheTrinitones

opened with the National Anthem.
As Trinity led 23-6 at the
half, young pledges in Toga's
played leap frog for the halftime show in support of Greeks
on campus. There were tailgates sponsored by pa rents and
alumni clubs, social houses and
class committees where most
spent the half time period indulging in great food. Bloody
Mary's and beer.
After Trinity defeated
Amherst 46-6, celebrations extended to the Umoja House,
alumna tents and social houses.
Gerety is said to have been seen
taking down the effigy that
hungnear the "toga-ed" bishop
holding a keg.

The Trinity bantam embraces students at Friday's pep rally
sponsored by the class committees.
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BY CAROLINE MAGUIKE &
CINDY DARLING

year, the Street Scape Project
wUIbeputintoeffectoriVernon
Announcements Editor &
Street, with lighting, signs and
Editor
fencing to make the street
"friendly and more attractive
As an "update on current to pedestrians." He also cited
issues and projects that pertain, the new police substation in
specifically to the immediate the area, which marks a major
area," President Sorden. Painter step forward in ensuring She
addressed fhe Trinity COSMSUI- s&feiy of the residents of She
y Monday, November 5*th in. area*
Hamlin HaB. His speech covOther positive aspects of
ered a vaaefy of issaes feeing Trinity's relationship with
Trinity, such as specific projects Hartlbrd were noted, such as.

'I have a sense from the public
p
sector, a clear sense for dl players in this
town to work together."
-President Borden Painter
Trinity is working on with the the two police officers liaisons
community, Trinity's overal with Campus Safety, and
place in Hartford for the future. Triraty^setiKity enhancement
Painter 'began his address grants.
by talking of the recent creation
Painter clarified the hisof a trustee ad-hoc committee, tory of Trinity'sxoJe in the area,
which he referred to as "urban stressing that "Trinity was acstrategies" committee- This tually here before the neighgroup, dkeeted by Chairman borhood. So we gat here first.
Allied Koeppei, will have its We have no plans to go anyfirst meeting today, JMovember where and so we've tried to
Sfh "to plan very specifically" keep up."
for the Trinity community.
One prefect which he idenPainter also discussed the tified as positiveis theproposal
decision to dose Yemen Street for a Magnet School, which
Painter said that Ms stacked would address issues such as
posi&ve relattGnswith. Trinity's regional education and desegneighbors, as Hartford recog- regation. "The proposal, ficonx
nized that this was a good deci- an educational posit of-view is
sion ibr Trinity^ and therefore, very sound," The building '"is
gixxifGrlltenel^hborfeoDtl. "We very much needed as a eoxntiave a cosHaon stake inmafefeg nmnity center," operating •beyond, school nooxs. It woiild be
sifeie/ said Painter. Mid-next
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In The Interest Of Everyone
I he Student Government Association added six new reserved seats in
Ian attempt to achieve more diverse representation in its senate.
j Already existent within SGA are three permanent voting seats: the
Inter-Fraternity Council, the Pan-African Alliance, and the Individualized
Degree Program. The addition of these new seats raises the total of reserved
seats to nine.
If the SGA feels that it needs better representation, then there must
currently be "inadequate representation." This is to say that there are groups
of students who feel that their concerns are not being heard by the Student
Government. The question then becomes this: are their concerns not being
addressed because they have failed to articulate them; or is the SGA purposely
not addressing their concerns because the SGA is prejudiced?
Apparently, minorities on this campus feel that the SGA is a hostile
environment. What is unclear is how these reserved seats will change the
situation. A minority student, regardless of how he or she attained the seat, may
be forced to confront existing prejudices. In fact, any student who occupies a
special interest seat may be resented by elected representatives.
The SGA has no more power this semester than it did last semester, and it
is not plausible that these problems have just surfaced in the last nine weeks. If
these groups did not find it in their interest to become a part of the SGA last year,
then what is the sudden urgency? Anyone who says that they could not have
been elected to the SGA in the last election is lying. One group, The (Fantasy)
Guild, proved how easy it was to get onto SGA. Through a write-in campaign,
which solely consisted of asking their friends to vote for them, these students
were able to attain six seats in a single election. If it is this easy to do, then one
has to ask why we need reserved seats.
In the grand scheme of things, the reserved seats will not solve the problem.
In order for the elections process to work, we need to have a competitive
elections environment. Senators who fail to represent their constituents would
simply not be reelected. However, with the election system that we have now,
the senators are not held to this standard, for two reasons: (1) the elections are
not competitive—anyone who runs is virtually guaranteed a seat; (2) by
establishing a means around the election system, SGA has demonstrated that
the election process is not necessary. This has belittled a process which already
lacks student enthusiasm. Instead of encouraging people to become directly
involved, it has separated students into their particular groups.
The precedent of designating seats to a particular interest group is a bad one
within the current student government system. In order to be truly representative, either scrap the SGA or eliminate all reserved seats.
J.L.B. M.B.H. A.P.

James t . Ban? '95

Matthew B, Heniy '96
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Disgraceful & Offensive
illustrate or refer to the other appointed
seats on the SGA, which included a seat
On Wednesday afternoon, at 12:00 for TCAC, the Inter-Fraternity Council
PM, I walked into the dining hall of and IDP. Why weren't students quesMather, looked to the Eastern wall, and tioned about their feelings concerning
was immediately offended and disgusted the appointment of these seats?
with what I saw. There were seven seats
There was more of an interest in
shackled together, with masking tape, at pointing the finger at these seven seats
their feet, and on their backs were taped than addressing the root of the problem,
signs which read PAA, TCBWO, LVL, namely an inadequate Student GovernAASA, ICS, HILLEL, and EROS. Per- ment Association. In all fairness, I must
haps this was symbolic and perhaps it say that there are committed people in
was not; perhaps the individuals who the student government who are dedierected this shameful and denigrating cated to seeking fairness and justice; howpiece of trifling work were racist or preju- ever if must also be noted that their efdicial in their intent, or perhaps they forts are undermined by a few self-interwere acting out of ignorance and stupid- ested, elitist and power-hungry individuity. None the less many people ap- als within the organization. These selfproached me before I witnessed this pa- interested members of SGA have esthetic display for myself and expressed poused sentiments which are racist and
their anger and disapproval with what prejudicial. These are the people who are
they had seen.
supposedly representing the student
If I am correct, the point of view of body at Trinity College. This alone is
the Tripod staff, the individuals respon- enough to worry any student on this
sible for this offensive display, was to campus. I know it worries me and it
erect these seven seats so that discussion worries a whole lot of other people, and
among the student body could be gener- that is why one hundred and fifty stuated. There were signs on the wall which dents on this campus attended the SGA
asked for people's opinion concerning meeting on Monday, November 1. Memthese seven new seats on SGA, and ac- bers of the Tripod staff were at this meetcording to the Tripod this would get ing and they are fully aware of what
people talking.
transpired. So this is why I was offended
First of all I have nothing against the when I saw those seats on the top of a
promotion of dialogue on this campus; table in Mather. The issues around which
in fact I encourage and support it. But in these minority organizations rallied and
all fairness, the very same students you fought were ignored and mocked by the
are asking opinions of, need to be fully Tripod. To say the least this act was
and fairly informed on the entire situa- insensitive and demeaning to all of us.
tion as it transpired. The Tripod staff, as The Tripod's responsibility is in bringing
reporters of news on this campus and forth the facts and in this case the specific
around the area, has a responsibility to issue dealt with the misrepresentation in
provide its readers and audience with the SGA. The Tripod failed to do so when
the whole news, not a characterization of theyerected that disgraceful display in
events. Their display in the dining hall the dining hall.
was a poor presentation of the facts surrounding the issue of representation in
Sincerely,
the SGA. This was evident by the fact
E. Nego Pile '95
that the Tripod did not, in this display,
President of PAA
To the Editor:

Van Etten Resigns FromSGA
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Madame President:
I would like to apologize to the people who elected me to
the Student Government Association but I must now resign
my position. I feel that in recent months the SGA has become
a gross waste of time. We deal with issues no more or less
important than we have in the past however it now takes
significantly more time to accomplish them. This evening
alone it took us well over forty-five minutes to simply take
attendance and hear the committee reports. By their nature,
many of our representatives are extremely busy and end up
leaving an hour or two into the meeting. This means that when
we finally get around to voting on significant issues many of
our most involved student leaders have departed. In fact on
the October 31, 1994, meeting we had lost no less than three
members of our Steering Board. This portends very poorly for
the SGA as an effective governing club.
Two and a half years ago I became involved with this body
as a concerned student; however, I no longer see it as an
effective use of time. I can support Trinity College far better in
other ways. I will continue to entertain the possibility of the
SGA as being an important and integral part of the school,
however at the current time this simply does not seem to be the
case.
I apologize for any inconvenience I have caused.
Respectfully Submitted,
Justin M. Van Etten

p- office is. fpcaf&l in the iasemeni.cfJackson'Domitohfl; •
' Address ntfi&rtespimsleticestoTiie Trimiu,Jripod. Trinity College, ' \
,. ' •-• 5Oa.SiimrdiStreetWO2582/Har^0rd,CrO61O&-31OO. ,,
Editor-ln-Chitf • •'
(203} 297-2583,, -
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Reaction To SGA's Seven Permanent Minority Seats
'Affirmative Action'Morally Wrong Dualism Of Ideals And Reality
To the Editor:
That members of various ethnic organizations have demanded seats in SG A
based on ethnicity and sexual orientation alone is an outrage. That the SGA
capitulated to such a demand last week
confirms its reputation as a weak-willed
organization, taking action for the sole
purpose of appearing to be accomplishing something of value.
By any other name, the acquiescence
of the SGA to this request amounts to the
endorsement of so-called "Affirmative
Action." Affirmative Action is inherently racist. It is a quota system which
bases selection of individuals not on
merit, but on race, thus enfranchising
racism rather than combating it. As such,
it is not only misguided, but morally
wrong. To the extent that it ensures
minority representation, this decision will
achieve its goal. Its proponents will no
doubt claim disenfranchisement and assert that they are only seeking fair representation. Yet, one is compelled to wonder why individuals, who could not be
bothered to run for uncontested seats
when they had the chance to do so (no
class managed to fill its allotted number
of seats on SGA, due to lack of candidates), should now be entitled to seats on
SGA because they are not Anglo Straight
White Christians.
Indeed, for members of any ethnic
group to claim that they are denied representation in the SGA because of their
race is ridiculous, the assertion being
patently false. Each group was represented in the SGA before this decision,
by individuals who did not use their
heritage as.a crutch for their own lack of
motivation. The previous two presidents
of SGA ha ve been Latino and Black: three

years ago, a Jewishstudentlostin a closely
contested election. She did not, if the
Tripod's of Spring 1991 are to be trusted,
ever blame her defeat on Anti-Semitism.
For ASA and Hillel in particular to support such an initiative is particularly bewildering: each of the ethnic groups these
organizations represent have been traditionally harmed by, and managed to succeed without, quota systems. The decision of the members in question of the
two groups to support this initiative is
short-sighted, given this history. For La
Voz Latina, T.C.B.W.O. and the Pan African Alliance to back such a plan
amounts to an act of self hatred: it asserts
that African-Americans and Latinos cannot succeed at Trinity without special
consideration. Anyone who asserts such
is either an idiot or a bigot.
The complexities of the E.R.O.S. seat
best demonstrate the ludicrous nature of
the new rule. Given that the majority of
E.R.O.S. membership is not homosexual,
but heterosexual, a new question arises:
can only Gays or Lesbians occupy the
E.R.O.S. seat in SGA? Will they be required to come out to the campus to do
so? After all, the purpose of the seat is to
combat the presumed difficulty for homosexuals to win election to the SGA.
Allowing a heterosexual to take that position would run counter to the spirit of
the rule and fail to fill the quota. Finally^
why on earth should anyone gain a seat
in Student Government because of their
sexual orientation? If sympathetic heterosexuals are allowed to occupy the
position, it amounts to a seat allocated on
the basis of political conviction. Will
people of other political convictions be
granted seats on SGA as well? A
ConnPIRG seat, for example, or a Young
Republican seat? How about a Opera-

To Ihe Filitor:

"Demonrncy is blinci to matters os
color." "If you want to be a membi-r...
Virst of .ill 1 would like to thank RL'iSi." I myself nuidc similar stateeveryone who came out So "Bitch at ments of idealism.
SGA" Wednesday night. Ti was,! feel,
The Minority Affairs Council
extremely productive and taught me a (MAC), on the oilier hand, preached
d
realism. "We don't feel represented."
relations. For me, Ihe discussion solidi- "We k'tfl uncomfortable." "We want
fied the derision to add the seven seats security and li-eliniysoti'qiialHy." The
on SCiA as a positive step in the right realism is the emotion. Ideally everydirection. The vote to include PAA, one should feel comfortable and seICS, LVL, Hillel, EROS, TCBWO, and cure... but the fact of the matter is not
ASA as special seats to the SGA was, at everybody does. This is the reality.
the time, an extremely difficult deciI understand government as a vesion and now I completely understand hicle that strives for the ideal by imwhy. It wasn't for fear of being called proving the real. This was what was
racist; it was a debate, a universal one, accomplished by the vote on Monday.
a battle of idealism vs. realism.
It wasn't so much racist sentiments vs.
Growing up we have always been minority representation; it was the clastaught to strive for the ideal, that the sic battle that is fought everyday on
ideal is the best, the purist However, one form of battleground or another:
the ideal is just that, unearthly, beyond Idealism vs. Realism.
reach, and many times not practical.
The SGA, on the whole, preached the
Sincerely,
ideal, "TheSGA doesnotdiscriminate."
Paul Wasserman '95
tion Rescue seat? The professed purpose
of E.R.O.S., and of all the ethnic organizations that cosponsored the new rule, is
to crusade for tolerance and equality at
Trinity College: not to attain any sort of
special treatment for the group in question. Supporting this initiative runs directly counter to the stated ideal.
I am a member of both Hillel and
E.R.O.S. I am particularly conscious of
the needs and sensitivities of minorities
on this campus: after all, I am one. However, I refuse to have my accomplishments demeaned by the self-righteous
ranting of a few would-be student radicals and a pushover Student Government. To support Affirmative Action, in
any form, is to concede a principle which

must not be conceded: that minorities
are incapable of success on their own
merits and need coddling. Affirmative
Action demeans the groups it purports
to serve. It breeds resentment among
those students who are not members of a
group privileged enough for representation based on their race or sexual orientation. It is, in essence, institutionalized
racism. That the SGA failed to stand up
to the politically correct idiocy of the
petitioners in this case is regrettable, indeed.
I speak for no organization and take
full responsibility for this statement.
Sincerely,
Nathan Marinoff '95

IDF Students Seek Correction In Wasserman's Assessment
The Grass Isn't Any Greener...
classes and lighten their loads. This
possibility does exist, but the reason
I must ask that traditional students that this option is available is because
here at Trinity College think about the many IDP students lead excessively
IDP program more rationally and com- strenuous "outside" lives. However,
prehensively. Paul Wasserman '95 pre- we are all trying to get our degrees as
sented a biased article expressing fear quickly as possible because there are
of competition from IDP students and too many things in this world that need
a thinly veiled envy of IDP student to be done. Talking to an IDP student
achievement, mainly regarding fellow- should stop that misconception in its
ships. I understand these feelings and tracks.
what motivates them, but I find them
Competition is a real world situato be flawed.
tion. College is not exempt. IDP stuIDP students are motivated indi- dents realize this from experiences outviduals who have chosen to attend col- side an academic life. We all should
lege from a very different viewpoint enjoy competition, not dread it. It imthan most traditional students. We are proves our work, and prepares us for a
here to learn as the highest priority productive life. Removing competibecause we have seen how valuable an tion will hinder the advancement of
education is and how the lack of one this college, as it does the world. If IDP
affects people. One going directly from students upset the status quo, then they
high school to college rarely has the are being valuable.
opportunity to see the real world value
But an IDP student's concern is
of a college education. We take great not to make other students look badly,
pride in our work because we know we are here to learn. If the by-product
that it will bring rewards in a very of this becomes insulting, that is a percompetitive world. This is our main sonal problem. The IDP program adpriority, but IDP students by defini- dresses the needs of an IDP student. It
tion have many outside responsibili- allows people who are not traditional
ties which drain our energy. We strive students to take advantage of what
to overcome this because we value our Trinity has to offer. How well one
education.
accomplishes this is a matter of perI applaud the IDP fellows and ad- sonal choice.
mire their determination just as I adI would hope that future articles of
mire any departmental fellow.
this accusatory nature be more highly
I do feel that traditional students considered. Doubters should walk in
have more time to spend on their work, IDP shoes before claiming that the grass
and know that they have fewer respon- is greener around the IDP building.
sibilities. It seems that there should be
Sincerely,
no contest between regular and IDP
Sterling Vernon
students. Paul Wasserman proposed
Traditional Student '92-3
that the reason for there being a comIDP '93-5
parison is that IDP students take fewer
To the Editor:

Stop The Stereotypes, Please
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Mr. Paul
Wasserman's article concerning the IDP
Program. As a full-time employee of the
College as well as an IDP student carrying three courses, I regret that I do not
have the time to do the research necessary to appropriately respond to each of
Mr. Wasserman's concerns regarding
admission standards, tuition, and the like.
I would, however, like to speak to what
I feel is a strong feeling on the part of the
traditional undergraduate students concerning what they perceive to be the ease
at which IDP's are granted A's and
awards in their respective majors. Although we are given ten years to complete our degree, I know I do not only
speak for myself when I say that the last
thing I want to do is spend ten years
completing a degree I had already in-

vested 31/2 years in before I transferred
to Trinity. Further, I don't believe I am
the only IDP student taking more than
one course a semester and still managing
to keep a respectable average. I completed four courses while working full
time last semester and had no grade lower
than a B. We understand what it is like to
be a "traditional" student because many
of us started out that way, but because of
financial, family or other obligations had
to go another route. The academic pressures are great for you as they are for us,
so let's stop stereotyping one another.
All IDP students do not complete their
degrees in ten years, one course at a time,
and just as traditional undergraduates,
we work very hard to excel in a challenging academic environment.
Sincerely,
Sherry Chafin IDP '96

COLGATE UNIVESRITYI
in
...invitesyou to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Masters of Arts in Teaching
degree to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching
high school science, mathematics, English, and social
studies. Generous financial aid is available to qualified
students. For more information write to Colgate University, Jo Anne Pagano, Chair, Department of Education,
13 Oak Drive, Hamilton, New York, 13346-1398/Phone
(315) 824-7256.
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Dean Winer Writes On The O.J. Simpson Trial...

When Nice People Inexplicably Commit Bad Acts
BY DAVID WINER
Dean of Students
Reprinted From The Courant, 6/22/94

"J. would never do that. I've known
him for two years, seen him at many
college parries, I know he has lots of
girlfriends." This is the sort of testimony
I hear often at a date rape hearing. One
student is accused of forcing another to
have sex after being told no. Typically,
they had both attended a party, consumed somewhere between six and 15
beers each, and then returned to a dorm
room.
"He was always such a nice young
man, polite, thoughtful. He seemed a little shy and that was so appealing. I
can't believe what he did." This is how a
neighbor often describes the young man
on the block who is accused of killing his
parents. She is usually aghast because
the suspect didn't seem like a ruffian; he
was so neat and clean. She often says she
thought that she knew him well and that
he seemed reliable and hard working.
"I can't believe O.J. did this; in fact,
I know he couldn't act like that. I've,
always worshipped him. He was my idol
when I was in college. You hardly ever
read about him in the gossip columns.
He was always so-happy seeming. And
when I saw him with his wife, they
seemed to have so much affection for
each other."
These quotes are like so many I have
heard or read about in news media. In
O.J. Simpson's case, the worshiper typically seems blinded by his hero's posi-

tive qualities while remaining unaware
of the negatives. Last week's deaths of
Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald
Golman and the subsequent arrest of
Simpson brutally remind us that what
we see in an individual is not necessarily
reflective of that whole person, nor of
some of that person's capabilities.
Are such perceptions wrong? Of
coursenot. Theymightbe accurate within
the limits of the knowledge of the unsuspecting neighbor or the college friend or
the football fan. Those people are famil-

member of the Manchester Board of Education. I remember as clearly as yesterday the many conversations held with
town residents about my view against
banning books. Some upstanding and
well-meaning residents held opposing
views, and that was fine. I also recall who
not only wanted to bancertainbooksbut
had memorized (and seemed to enjoy
quoting) long paragraphs, if not pages,
related to sexual behavior. Although their
conversation (they were actually monologues) was couched in the framework

We humans, with brains containing about 10 billion neurons each, are incredibly complex personalities with a
multitude of traits and characteristics, with conflicting
motivations and with changing behavior.
iar with the public personas of the accused, with behavior under certain conditions that can be observed easily. But
what about the private thought and feelings of the accused or, for that matter, of
any of us? As a dean of students, much of
my life is occupied with undergraduates
discussing their problems, desires, needs,
impulses, and even compulsions.
We are so often surprised, even
shocked, by the actions of others. What
surprises me is that we are surprised. I
am often disappointed but hardly ever
surprised. No one is unidimensional and,
at certain times, under certain conditions,
behavior possibilities are broader than
commonly assumed.
More than 25 years ago, I was a

of moral values, I was always struck by
the joy and eagerness of their recitations.
I couldn't help wondering if there was
something in them other than the espousal of moral values.
One has to watch and listen very
carefully, as there may be warning signs
that all is not well. In the O.J. Simpson
case, an alert came in 1989, when there
were emergency calls from his wife. We
should have known then that he was
mortal. We did not know that he might
be arrested for murder, nor could we
necessarily make that prediction, but our
hero should no longer have been on a
pedestal.
When we investigate the histories of
males who date-rape, we frequently

found that his behavior changes whenhe
drinks to much. He often becomes aggressive, and he is less respectful of everyone, but particularly of women. The
man next door who kills his parents may
show earlier outbursts of rage but, as in
other cases, they are either unnoticed by
neighbors or denied. We often want to
see the best (or worst) in people without
acknowledging other qualities. One of
the tragedies in the Simpson case is that
many who knew of his problem and
denied it, as well as those who chose not
to deal with it, never came forward. Had
his propensity to violate the bounds of
acceptable behavior been dealt with in
1989,O.J. might have learned to confront
his own issues, two people might not
have died, and countless others would
not have had to suffer the pain now
shared by families and friends.
We humans, with brains containing
about 10 billion neurons each, are incredibly complex personalities with a
multitude of traits and characteristics,
with conflicting motivations and with
changing behavior. O.J. Simpson appeared to have led an exemplary public
life and did so under the microscopic
scrutiny of the public eye, a scrutiny that
also placed him under constant pressure
not to slip; he met the challenge with
appropriate ease. But there was a part or
parts of him that the public didn't know
-and maybe he didn't, either.
If Simpson is guilty of murder, let us
condemn him for that, not for all the
positive accomplishmentsinhislife. One
is not nor is he a unidimensional figure.

President Addresses Community On Urban Involvement
continued from page 1

a cooperative effort by three
school districts (Hartford,
Glastonbury, and West Hartford), and Painter stressed that
Trinity would not operate or
manage the school. However,
Painter stated that a concern
would be to protect the interests
of the college. The President expressed his concern that if the
project fails, Trinity would still
be left with the property. Nothing will happen on this project
until there is full a greement with
the trustees.
Painter also referred to the

ZionStreetActionProject, which run by Trinity alumni.
Painter specifically meninvolves Hartford city administration. Aspects of this project tioned the importance of HART
which affect Trinity include (Hartford Area Rallying Toclean up of the stairs, with light- gether), the neighborhood
ing, fencing and signs, or re- group which represents theFrog
moval of the stairs which con- Hollow area.The group has been
most involved with Trinity^s efnect Trinity to Zion Street.
TheHUDGrantof $580,000
which Trinity was one of 13 college to receive further allows
Trinity to collaborate with Hartford. The grant is in recognition
of work already done by Trinity. The grant allows Trinity to
collaborate with other neighborhood groups, two of which are

fort to revitalize the neighbor- for all players in this town to
hood. They were the power be- work together."
hind the implementation of the
President Painter made it
new police substation. """" "clear that Trinity is tajdng ari
After referring to all of these active part in the issues of Hartprojects, Painter stated that "I ford, and broadening its capachave a sense from the public ity for student and faculty inand private sector, a clear sense volvement.

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114
SERVING HARTFORD
FOR 56 YEARS
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Former President Reveals His Alzheimer's Disease
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY

News Writer
The cartoonist Gary Trudeau ran a
number of Doonesbury strips in the 1980's
entitled "The Searchf or Reagan's Brain."
During the Iran Contra Affair, a familiar
Reagan quote was, "I don'trecall that" or
"I don't remember any meetings." However, the humor of his memory was
eroded when, on Saturday November 5,
former President Ronald Reagan admitted in a letter to the country that he has
been diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease by several of his doctors.
Alzheimer's is a neurological disease that leads to memory loss, confu-

sion, and personality changes. There is
no known cure. Reagan's mother also
was afflicted with Alzheimer's.
In a handwritten letter addressed to
the American public, Reagan wrote that
"upon learning this news, Nancy and I
had to decide whether as private citizens
we would keep this a private matter or
whether we would make it known in a
public way." They made it known publicly in order that the American public
would know of and understand the disease fully. Reagan expressed regret. He
wished "there was some way he could
spare Nancy from this painful experience." He wrote "when the time comes, I
am confident that with your help she

(Nancy) will face it with faith and courage."
After thanking the American public
for supporting him in politics and in office, Reagan wrote, "When the Lord calls~
me home, whenever that may be, I will
lea ve with the greatest love for this country of ours and eternal optimism for its
future. I now begin the journey that will
lead me into the sunset of my life. I know
that for America there will always be a
bright dawn."
The country has been saddened by
the news. President Clinton noted
Reagan's condition at a Democratic rally
in California. "I want everyone of you in
this room now to give Ronald Reagan a

hand and wish him well andGodspeed."
Reagan is now 83 years old and is
the eldest of the four surviving former
Presidents. He served as governor of
California, challenged incumbent Republican President Gerald R. Ford in the
primaries in 1976 only to be defeated at
the national convention in Kansas City.
He went on to defeat George Bush in the
1980 G.O.P. primaries and defeated
Jimmy Carter that year for the Presidency. Reagan was returned to office in
1984 witha landslide victory over former
Vice President Walter Mondale. He
served until January 1989 when his chosen successor, Vice President George
Bush, entered the White House.

Minority Issues Raise Tensions In SGA Meeting
continued from page 1

accountability or responsibility to those
who axe given a seat."
Several members of the audience
saw this measure as a "stepping stone"
towards getting more minority representation on SGA. "People want to talk
about how this is temporary," said Parliamentarian Mick Nardelli '97. "The
one thing that I found was evident was
thatNego (Pile, President of Pan-African
Alliance) was not willing to give up the
PAAseat."
"I don't think it ever hurt that there
was more representation on SGA," said
Senator Josh Freely '96.
"This is a student issue," said Senator Rima Doshi '96. "I think [the minority groups] coming to us is much better
than them going to the administration."
She then added, "Maybe in the long run—
maybe next year—there will be more
minority representation on SGA."
"What we fought for at that meeting
wasn't an accomplishment afr^ll," said
Senator Kevin Kopanon '96. "The problems seemed to be miscommunication,
disenfranchisement and people feeling
thattheirneedswerenotbeingaddressed.
The accomplishment was not putting
seats on SGA. Hopefully it will be opening up the lines of communication."
"What we did potentially takes care
of the problem; but we've created a bigger problem for the SGA," said Senator
Kerri Mullen '97. "I feel that we've set up
a nasty precedent. There is a problem
here. If we did it (established the minority seats) without exploring all the avenues then that's a problem."
The minority group representatives
in the audience were then asked what the
problem was that the establishment of
the minority SGA seats was supposed to
address. "There was a point when minorities showed an interest and could
not get on SGA," said Nego Pile '95.
"What will happen with these seven seats
is that it will always be the case that
minorities are represented on SGA."
"It's hard to go into class and be
called on because you represent the
'black' view," said Senator Shaakirrah
Sanders'96. She, along with others in the
audience, then noted other manners in
which people with darker skin colors
were treated differently, such as being
carded more often by. Campus Safety
than white people.
To this, Senator Paul Wasserman '95
said, "Your comments are perplexing—
and you're completely right—that the
professor calls upon you for the Islack'
view. But isn't this seat the same thing?
Are you being 'separate but equal'?"
Sensing that the group was debating the motion once again, Platt interjected, "Two-thirds of the Senate supported this; the motion stands." Platt
requested that speakers direct their comments towards the SGA, as they were
gathered under the guise of "Come Bitch
at SGA." With jeers from the audience,
the dialogue was encouraged to con-

tinue.
"Alotof people are treating this as a
mistake. I said this before: there are a lot
of loopholes, but this is not a mistake.
The problem was right now, we had to
provide a solution right now," said
Kopanon.
"Where does this stop?" asked Jen
Petrelli '95. "How many more seats must
be added before this bureaucratic process is hindered?"
"I see.this as the biggest problem: if
the Roman Catholics come in, we have to
give them a .seat," said Senator Paxton
Provitera '97. With this comment, many
were angered. Provitera further clarified that the precedent had been set that
SGA would award seatsbased on special
interests.

"Roman Catholics are notfaced with
the same problems as these other
groups," argued Epstein.
"Thereason why Hillel was included
in the MAC (Minority Affairs Coalition),"
said Fernandez, "was because Judaism
has become a culture and ethnicity. I, as
a Roman Catholic, have never been discriminated against because I am a Roman Catholic."
One student then asked, "Do you
have to have been banned from this
school (at some time) in order to be represented?" This rhetorical question was
met with grumbling from the audience.
Recalling the meeting of Monday,
October 31st, Senator Philip "Tiger"
Reardon '96 said, "I was disappointed
that as soon as the motion was over, the

150 people left the room." This implied
that the 150 students were only interested in their attainment of permanent
seats and not in learning what transpires
at SGA meetings.
"Everyone is out for their own voice
and we're not looking at the cohesive
unit," said Dani Slepian '95.
At this point (two hours later), the
WashingtonRoomhad to be relinquished
to the Trinitones, who were waiting anxiously out in the hall.
As far as future "Bitch at SGA" sessions, Platt said, "We will have one once
a month. I believe that the SGA needs to
do something to facilitate the process of
having a representative student government." Platt noted that this was a very
positive experience.

WANTED

for HIGHER!
^STUDENTS SKI FOR $±® OFF!
Before you graduate and go marching off into a great and glorious
future, ski your butt off! With a college ID,* you'll get $10 off
Sunday-Friday, and $5 off on Saturdays and holidays. So, this
winter, make it your "job" to get out on the slopes. Ski Strattoh!
*Must be 25 years of age or less, with other supporting ID (license).

^
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Trinity
Food Fight
It's true. History repeats itself.
Last time it was during the Spring
Weekend picnic on the main quad,
where watermelon, chicken, and
corn on the cob were raining from
the sky as two walls of students had
it out. This time it was in the dining
hall, and the time slot was dinner
after Saturday's football game.
The weapons of choice were
Boston Cream Pie, hot wings, and
Dixie cups of ketchup & mustard.
While Dell stood by and officiated
the competition, food flung away.
The battle didn't last long as the
rapid fire arm of one individual
dominated the scene. In the midst
of the melee, a jubilant joker jumped
up and proclaimed that the fight
was insensitive to the Marriott workers who would have to clean the
mess up. The fight then subsided
and the lethal weapon that started
the brouhaha was carted off by Campus Safety and taken to the slammer
(Ok, the Dean's Office).

Tailgates
Oh dear, so many tailgates, so
little time. How to cover them all.
Gotta hand it to Monks and the seven
castaways from DC who cruised up
here in a Winnebago. Word on the
street had it that The Hall's tailgate
was most extravagant, featuring a
full hard bar and shish-kebobs.
Apparently another was making mimosas with Dom Perignon, but
Around Trinity missed it.
Ted brought out the truckster
once again and this time came prepared for the masses. 12 gallons of
bloodies and a keg were to be found.
A black Labrador stole a "big hunk
'o cheese" from one tailgate and
carted it around for a while. The
same dog was later observed taking
a leak on a backpack. The Class of
1995 tailgate seemed lacking that;c
nesaisquoi. Word also had it that the
tailgate put on by the parents of
football players was exquisite.
After the festivities calmed
down a bit, the darkness left only
those determined to finish their
bloodies and beer, while the energetic ones played soccer with empty
party balls.

Kegged
The Bishop had a keg attached
to his arm this weekend in some sort
of effigy to kegs in dorms. Unfortunately it was gone by the time most
people were out of bed and sober.

Yipesl
It has beejy confirmed. There
was an unintended Tripod reunion
this weekend, as just about EVERY
alum who worked oit The Tripod in
the last three years was on campus,
including the "Quad of the Week."
In addition, Eli "Fidel" Lake was on
campus, celebrating the return of
democracy in Haiti.

Speedy Gonzales...
...may have been the fastest
mouse in all of Mexico, but the one
found in thje couch at the Women's
Center was much Slower. Actually,
it was dead. .
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Lecture:

Volunteers:

Sheila Richards, a visual artist, presents a
lecture on "Sacred Forms of the Feminine," in
celebration of the 25th anniversary of coeducation at Trinity. The lecture will occur, on
November 10th, at Seabury Hall 9-17 at 4:156:00 P.M.
Exhibit
The Austin Arts Center presents the art of
Ellen Burchenal, Mary DelMonica & Lois
Ordway, as a celebration of the 25th Anniversary of coeducation. The showcase will feature
works by female artists and all honored graduates of the Department of Fine Arts. The exhibit will take place Friday,November 11th
through Sunday December 11th, in the Widener Gallery.

Beginning Tuesday, November 15th, Community Outreach will begin their weekly trips
to a homeless shelter in Hartford. The all-male
shelter is an alternative for substance abusers,
and volunteers are needed to serve food, talk to
the residents, and generally help out. For
information please contact the Community Outreach office.

Chapel Happenings:
Tuesday-Weds: 5:00 P.M.
—Evening Worship
Wednesday: 5:30 P.M.
—Carillon Guild
Thursday: 5:00P.M.
Asian Studies Lecture:
—Evening Worship
The Asian Studies Program invites you to
attend "The Culture of China and the 21st Sunday: 1:00 P.M. Holy Eucharist
Century" by Professor Tu Wei-Ming, Profes- 3:00 P.M. Harpsichord Recital
sor of History and Philosophy at Harvard Uni- 5:00 P.M. Roman Catholic Mass
versity. The lecture will take place Friday,
November 11th at 4:15 P.M. in the Rittenburg Monday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship

For Trinity Employees:
The Fidelity Investment Group is offering
a session to explain a tax sheltered annuity
program available to Trinity College employees through Fidelity. The meeting will take
place on Thursday, November lOthatthe Smith
House's Reese Dinning Room. Session will be
available from 10:00 A.M. to 11:15 A.M. or
12:00 noon through 1:15 P.M. (Coffee and tea
will be provided, bring a brown bag lunch if
you wish.) To R.S.V.P. call Sandy Magee at
ext.2272.
Tutors Needed:

The center for youth needs tutors to work
with elementary aged children in an after school
tutoring program. Tutoring takes only one or
two hours per week. From 12:15-3:00 P.M., the
program is flexible. Call Cherie Mittenthal at
527-4730.

Send Your
Announcements
to the Tripod!
Box 702582

New 1 • layiiis at»,«

Classifieds
TRAVEL FREE TO CANCUN, NASSAU, JAMAICA,
& SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING BREAK WITH SUN
BOUND VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP
OF 15 AS A COLLEGE REP. CALL 1-800-4-SUN-BOUND
FOR DETAILS.
• • • SPRING BREAK 95 • • •
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn highest commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL
EXTRA INCOME FOR '94
Earn $500- $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
WANTED!! AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING
SPRING BREAK COMPANY SEEKING INDIVIDUALS
TO PROMOTE SPRINGBREAK TO JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE, BARBADOS. FANTASTIC FREE TRAVEL/COMMISSIONS! SUNSPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
Now searching for Jagerettes/dudes to promote
Jagenneister in your area.
Great part-time employment good pay, some travel
Call of send pictures and resume to:
/"'
All State Promotions, Inc. .
PO Box 968, Delman, NY 10803-0968
1-800-ToJager
7-day, 24 hr. voice mail, leave message.
You must be 21 or over and
have own transportation.

'

Cinestudic
My Fair Lady:

Wed-Sat: 7:30 PM

(1964) Director: George Cukor. Based on the musical by Lerner and Loewe and the stage play Pygmalion by George
Bernard Shaw\ Winner of 8 academy awards, Audrey Hepburn stars as a London flower seller tutored by Professor Higgins
(Rex Harrison) to pass for an aristocrat. The unforgettable .score by Lerner and Loewe, represents the very best of the
Hollywood musical.

Reservoir Dogs:

M-Sat:10:S©^f

(1992) Written and directed by Quentin Tarentino. A story of a disasterous jewel heist by men who only know each other
by code names is pieced together as the panicked survivors meet in a warehouse. An innovative approach to story telling and
moments of excrutiating violence are mixed up with edgy black humor. High energy performances by Harvey Keitel as Mr.
White, Steve Buscemi as Mr. Pink, and Michael Madsen as the coolly sadistic Mr. Blond.

Spanking The Monkey:

Sun-Tues: 7:30 PM

(1994) Written and directed by David O. Russell. As a self-described "skinny little dark-haired geek and Morrissey fan,"
Jeremy Davies defines a new generation's quintessential antihero. Finishing his semester at MIT, he's trapped into giving up
an exciting internship and looking after his mother who has inconveniently broken her leg. As the summer in his dull little
hometown creeps by, their already stormy relationship goes way beyond the bounds of convention. A distinctively dark
comedy about sex, liberty and the pursuit of a life of one's own v
,

MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51<Z PER SERVING)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and "Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million
locations, including grocery stores.
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Blind Date Restaurant Review: Coach's Bar & Grill
BY PETER TIGHE&

tional sports fare. There were
entrees like filet mignon, prime
rib and gourmet pastas.
Pete: The menu was fit for
Alexa: Eating at Coach's is anyone. There was a wide varia mega sports bar experience; ety of appetizers, like nachos,
the place is crawling with big onion rings and buffalo wings,
screen TV's, drunken middle- along with a wide variety of
aged, pot-bellied men, and col- sandwiches and burgers. For an
legiate sport's spectators. The appetizer, Alexa and I ordered
owner of this bar went crazy buffalo wings and a couple
with the sport's bar theme.
beers.
Pete: The sport's memoraAlexa: The wings were
bilia covered the walls with pho- crispy and spicy, nothing too
tos of sports heroes. Each table extraordinary, but enjoyable.
had its own set of Sport's Trivia For my entree I ordered a Philly
cards along with menus that Chicken Cheesesteak and Pete
were displayed in a coach's clip- ordered a cheeseburger.
board.
Pete: Even though I didn't
Alexa: The service was stray from the traditional, my
friendly and personable. Our meal was delicious. The burger
waitress, although hungover was cooked exactly as I liked
and "beat", managed to remain and it was very enjoyable.
peppy and attentive.
Alexa: The food was pretty
Pete: Alexa and I both good. However,it'skindofhard
agreed the service was terrific; to screw up wings and sandthe waitress came by every wiches. My sandwich was defichance she had to check on us nitely tasty. It came with lots of
and the food came out in no cheese, mushrooms, onions and
time.
peppers.
Alexa: Coach's had a
Pete: The conversation was
HUGE menu. Along with typi- great considering that I had
calbar favorites, Coach's offered never met Alexa before. Our
a selection for those who would conversation ranged from interlike to branch from the tradi- ests such as football and
ALEXA YABLONSKI
Metro-Hartford Writers

Peter Tighe and Alexa Yablonski meet in the Cave for a blind date at Coach's Bar.
women's rugby to our families.
Alexa: Talking to Pete, a
View employee, was quite interesting as he was kind enough
to give me the scoop on Marty's
rumored sexual escapades (or
lack thereof) with Trinity coeds.
And we talked about the usual-

classes, families and future
plans.
Pete: The dinner ended
with no room for desert and a
reasonable tab.
The prices on the menu
ranged from $7.00 to about
$17.00, with most everything

*UCE YAMADA

fairly priced.
Alexa: Coach's would be a
great find for those interested in
games on Sundays or Monday
nights, especially with their
Monday night beer specials. It
can be found at 187 Allyn Street
near the train station.

Wes Craven's New Nightmare: A Total Failure
LAURA DUNLEAVY &
KIRSTENHOEHN
Metro-Hartford Writers
Laura: In the spirit of Halloween, Kirsten and I decided
to see Wes Craven's New Nightmare- expecting some good,
bloody gore. Unfortunately,
New Nightmare did not deliver.
The main characters from the
Nightmare on Elm Street films are
back; except, this time they are
playing themselves.
Heather, the main character from parts One and Three, is
now happily married and has a
son, Dylan. Lately, however,
she has been having strange
dreams in which Freddy and his
hand are back on a killing spree.
She's been getting phone calls
from a deep throated male, who
does a pretty good Freddy irtti-

While the idea behind the
movie is original, I went to this
movie hoping for more. This
movie wasn't the slightest bit
scary with the exception of one
or two scenes. The "movie
within a movie" was a confusing theme (much too complicated for a horror film.)
It seemed as though Wes
was trying to make a profound
statementabouthorrorfilmsbut
by trying to make the horror
seem more "realistic" he takes
the fun out of the movie. There
were very few senseless deaths
and not enough bloodshed.
Parts of the movie were so contrived and cheesy— but I think
Wes Craven thought he was
being artistic.
For example, he has a
strange obsession with the fairy
tale Hansel and Gretel and has

Wes Craven came up with a rather innovative
plot line for Freddie's last appearance and
then completely failed to deliver any horror at
all.
tation- taunting her with "one,
two Freddy's after you.."
Heather learns from her
agent that Wes Craven, the director/writer of the Nightmare
series, has been having nightmares again and is writing a
new Elm Street movie. Apparently, Wes is planning to have
Heather star in this new film.
Heather declines, but starts wondering if there might be some
connection between the script
and her dreams.
As Heather's dreams begin to turn into reality, her premonitions are proven right—
Wes's dreams have been taking
over. And Freddy is after
Heather's son, who starts suffering from sleep deprivation
because of the grips of Freddy.
The movie then focuses on
Heather's trials as she tries to
defend her son from Freddy's
mind control.

modelled parts of the movie
around it. For instance, a scene
in the end of the movie has
Heather following her son into
one of his dreams by following a
trail of sleeping pills. After sitting through this movie, I think
it would have been best if Wes
had left Freddy dead.
Kirsten: Wes Craven's new
Freddie movie, New Nightmare,
was extremely disappointing. If
you are looking for a horror
movie, this is not the film to go
to.
The plot involves Freddie
coming out of the movies and
into the actors' and actresses'
real lives. Many of the characters from the first movie are back
together, hopefully, for the last
time. Unsurprisingly, no one
does an outstanding acting job.
(Not that this series was ever
known for the talented cast.)
Unlike the very first movie,

this nightmare faEed to make
me cringe even for a second.
Wes Craven came up with a
rather innovative plot line for
Freddie's last appearance and
then completely failed to deliver
any horror,a tall,_ ,..,= ,_^
Some of the action scenes
were so incredibly stupid that I
was either laughing or desperately wanting to exit the theatre.
In one not-to-be-forgotten clip,
a little boy is hanging by a giant

crane, which is really Freddie's
arm extended from his perch.
But things get even worse from
this point. The film culminates
with Freddie's tongue actually
extending for more than 100 feet,
which .excited,, me simply, because it signified the end.
Another mistake is
Craven's neglect of the storyline.
He introduces the audience to
why Freddie has been able to
return, but there is no follow

up. Viewers are left wondering
exactly why certairr characters
are doing what they are doing.
Perhaps if this storyline was
followed through upon and
some true horror was introduced,j^eiy N.ightniare wouldn't
havebeen that bad. it seems this
movie was put together on a
minute's notice without much
forethought and certainly without any consideration of quality.

A Plethora Of Candidates Square Off:

Gubernatorial Race Ends Today
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Metro-Harfford Writer

Sor who's going to win? Either Rowland or Curry. The
margin of victory for either canToday is Election Day. didate comes down to women
When this night ends, there voters and how strong a showwill be a new governor of Con- ing Groark makes. If Groark is
necticut. The four major candi- weak, Curry can claim the prize.
dates are Democratic comp- However, a strong showing by
troller Bill Curry; the A Con- the lieutenant governor helps
necticut Party Lt. Gov. Eunice the Republican.
S. Groark; John Rowland who
TheCurry campaign is very
served in the U.S. House as a aware of this fact and has made
Republican; and conservative efforts to woo women voters. In
radio talk show host Tom Scott an essay for the Hartford Couwho is running as the Inde- rant, Curry expressed his admipendence Parry candidate. Jo- ration for the late Democratic
seph Zdonczyk is running for Gov. Ella Grasso. The spirit of
the Concerned Citizens of Con- Grasso, the first elected women
necticut but has not made an governor in the history of the
United States, was also invoked
impact on the voters.
Most of the polls say the at a rally Curry held at the State
race is very close. Rowland had Capitol on Saturday. There
L> tommnncliii}> load of Ifi O.my, Rep. B.iibara Kt'Hiielly,
Sen. Christopher Podd, and othe\er, thif U\K1 IIVIS shrunken ers welcomed T Hilary Clinton lo
cimsideMbLj. Om: poll has Unrttord.
Rowland healing Curr} by 10
Mrs.C Union recalled lu:r
points whiloanotherhasC.urry da\s at Yale, when she and tht>
leading the Republican by 1 I'resident would drive throughpoints, I IK; mixed poll results out the .sLite and admire the
help confuse, the support eai.li sights. However, the Fir^t I.aily
cainlidnU? lias considerably.' and the other speakers stressed
further tonfusing the picture Curry's commitment to women
is Ilii? large number of UIHJH- and to families. The First Lady
cideil vulcrs which ranges also irtsisled th.it this is now a
from 3% to 72"n, in the four two-man race between Curry
polls taken in the last week of anil Rowland. In doing so, Mrs.
October and first days of No- Clinton was echoing comments
vember.
made earlier this week by Vice

President Al Gore who was
speaking on Curry's behalf as
well. This could be an effective
strategy. In a recent poll, when
asked who they don't want to
be governor, the participants
answered 25% disliked
Rowland the most, 15% for
Scott, 14% for Groark, and 11%
for Curry. Rowland is viewed
favorably by 38% of the public
while 45% think of him as unfavorably.
Groark is fighting not just
for the governorship but also
for the Me of the A Connecticut
Party. The party was founded
as a vehicle for Lowell Weicker
to claim the governor's mansion in 1990. The ACP has notgrown beyond Weicker's victory in four years. The party is
rurminj; landiiintes ir. certain
mix's this year bul, lor tlti" mosl
part, the ACT is only I.TO>S cndojsing candiclnles in cerlain
races. An example ot this is in
this year's U.S. Senate raa'.'l he
At .'I1 endorsed Democratic incumbent Joseph I.iebeiiiiciii.
Bui tht1 future; of the party resits
on Gronrk's showing
For this reason, Ciroark
continues to wage her campaign. She will not Iff oft an
inch. The voters w ill dwklo her
fate, the destiny of her party,
and Connecticut politic* this
Tuesday.
_____
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Political Correctness: Explored of Exploited?

Mamefs Oleanna: Shortcomings Not Performers' Fault

BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

power roles are reversed by the the stage goes black.
end, both John and Carol are left
This play will not transcend
broken, leaving the audience to generations since its value is inDo you see? Don'tyou see? ponder who was truly in the extricably linked to the present.
Do you see?
•wrong.
It was carefully crafted to insure
TheaterWorks' presentaThe fault of this play is not that it would be a critical suction of Oleanna was disappoint- in its attempt to address a very cess and in this, it has and will
ing but by no fault of the per- serious and contemporaryprob- continue to succeed. Its fault,
formers. The burden of blame lem of gender and power rela- however, is readily apparent
lies mostly upon its well known tions. The fault lies more in from the first act.
playwright, David Mamet, and Mamet's striving to stun the
Mamet's dialogue is conloose direction in the first act.
audience with his in-your-face trived. John and Carol banter
The plot is the bastard off- realism.
back and forth in short, syncospring of political correctness.
There are few subtleties in pated statements. And even
A university professor, John this play other than the question John's phone conversation with
(Tom Cayler), ingratiates him- provoking ending. This play his wife over their new home is
self too quickly with his ner- was written without regard for choppy. This is supposed to be
vous student, Carol (Rristina a more subconscious subtext and hyper-realism. It is instead a
Lear), who is in danger of failing tailored for a nineties audience formula for assured success.
his class. His insouciant atti- that thrives on instant gratificaThis first act is further hintude towards higher education tion.
dered by missed cues, which
and his indiscrete recounting of
Oleanna is too accessible. made the acting appear loose
a sexually suggestive joke pro- The audience leaves shocked, and the intentional creation of
voke her to bring harassment asking questions of what really sexual impropriety less noticecharges against him- to the ten- happened and pondering how able.
ure committee.
often such harassment occurs at
The topic of sexual harassThe results are played out today's colleges and universi- ment was clearly not a message
in the second act, where the au- ties. Yet the play's message is that Mamet had yearned to addience is left wondering who ephemeral and is not capable of dress for years, but as the playassaulted whom. Although resonating for very long after bill read, "Oleanna presents cur-

rent hot topics of sexual harass- me.
ment and political correctness."
Oleanna will be playing at
The subject is in vogue, and TheaterWorks until November
Mamet did little to temper it 27 and since seats are general
with theatrical nuances.
admission, it is advisable to arMy opinion will not be rive well before the 8 pm Friday
countenanced by many, if any, and Saturday night curtain and
critics and easily dismissed by before 7:30 during the week. Call
most people who have already 527-7838 to reserve tickets.
seen it. When it ran off-BroadAs an aside,
way, Time magazine called
Oleanna, "one of the Ten Best Campo, the F.xwutive Director of TheaierWorks, is workPlays of 1992...reason enough to
in;.; assiduously to r;ii;»e
cheer for the future of the theater." And the Boston Globe enough money by December
29 lo purchase the Art Own
wrote, "Mamet has raised outbuilding at 233 I'Mrl Street
rage to an art form."
(across front the Goodwin HoI simply cannot be sucked
tel), where the theater curinto this interpretation. There
ivntly operates, ihisisanoble
are ways to address timely subendeavor because the buildjects without being seduced and
ing, once secured, wilJ house
swayed by popular opinion. If
several Hartford art groups.
anything, it is the artist's responnow lacking permanent
sibility to avoid such an invidispaces. If successful, this, will
ous trap.
be a major boost for the dry
In the end, I would turn the
and will give FheaSerWorks
question back onto Mamet: do
the freedom to produce first
you see? Do you see how derate
theater, regardless of the
tached and phony your play is?
subject's
timeliness.
I did see, and it disappointed

Big Head Todd's StrategemLacks Spark and Creativity
BY BEE BQRMHEIMER
Arts Editor

pizzazz.
Both the third and the
fourth songs on the CD, "WearBig Head Todd and the ing Only Flowers" and
Monsters' new CD opens with "Neckbreaker," open well
the curious sound of a motor- enough but before long sound
cycle engine revving, which too much like the other songs on
might lead one to believe that the CD to stand out.
the CD will be packed with ex"Magdelina," the fifthsong,
citement and thrills with each is a bittersweet rainy day song
song.
which manages to set itself apart
Strategem, the third albuin from other songs on the GD in
by this band, is not exactly burst- its tone and lyrics. Holding a
ing with flavor, although it slow beat for the first few lines
would be going too far to say it of each verse, then building up
is beyond enjoyment. The first steam in the last line,
song, "Kensington Line," sets "Magdelina" successfully crethe pace for the rest of the CD. ates a sorrowful atmosphere.
The underlying tune and beat The last lines of the first versethat opens the song remains con- "Magdelina I forgave/And I will
stant. The guitar playing is com- feel everything" - parallel the last
petent, but not too daring, and lines of the second verse- "A
the vocals are appealing, but deserter I'll be hung , though
reach no extreme levels. The every battle I had won /And I
tune, with a number of won't feel anything." What is
listenings, becomes more and most impressive about this song
more likable, but again, it is noth- is the way in which Big Head
ing monumental.
Todd and the Monsters use repIn the second song, etition in two verses for empha"Strategem," Todd Park Mohr, sis, while a t the same time changthe lead vocalist, seems to be ing the tone for these repeated
using his voice to a greater de- parts to make the distinction
gree. His voice is an interesting more pronounced.
aspect of the band. It is twangy,
The introduction for "An- Big Head Todd & The Monsters' Strategy
and at rimes somewhat emo- gel Leads Me On," the sixth song related to love), "Angel Leads a sliver/ Beneath the moonlight
tional (thoughnot that often) and on the CD, is like an early eight- Me On," perhaps because of its still lay a-bare" and "You made
in this song the twanging of ies beat mixed with some cur- initial early eighties beat, is en- me feel good outside/You were
Mohr's voice is accentuated. rent sounds of the nineties. An- joyable enough.
a good public affair," which
This almost makes up for music other love song (most of the
By the eighth song, "Candle made little sense when put towhich, for the most part, lacks songs on the CD are somehow 99," I was able to pinpoint one of gether in one song.
the general problems with the
I was initially impressed
songs. The vocals, while for the with the second to last song on
mostpart very catchy, were mis- the CD, "Poor Miss," because it
ma tched with the music. In other was one of the few songs where
words, if one were to hear the the vocals meshed well with the
music without the lyrics, one music. Upon a few more
could imagine more appropri- listenings, though, I realized that
ate vocal accompaniment. The it sounds quite a bit like the
two rarely coincide in style or Allman Brothers' "Sweet Melsubstance, even though at times issa." The guitar is similar, and
each may be likable enough.
most noticeably, the rhythms of
In the following track, the two songs are alike. The way
"Greyhound," a hollow drum- in which the Allman Brothers
beat introduces the listener to a punctuate each verse with a
country western sound. The pause, then an emotional "Sweet
song seems to be about travel- Melissa" may be some sort of an
ling- "Greyhound roll on, get on inspiration to Big Head Todd's
and get me a ride"- but in reality "Just four dark walls, and light
that line is really the only clear comes shadowly / (dramatic
reference to the theme. The rest pause) Ah, poor miss, ah me!"
of the song is jumbled with lines
"Poor Miss" is still enjoylike "As I looked to take myself able, which is more than can be

r
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more inlorsnation,
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extension2589*

COURTEST GIANT RECORDS

said for the many of the songs
here.
The last
song,
"Shadowlands," has the same
problems of blandness and mediocrity that were seen before.
Instead of going out with abang,
the last song exhibits the lead
vocalist doing very little with
his voice. He barely stretches
the length of more than four or
five basic notes, and the accompanying music follows suit. The
chorus attempts to break out of
this rut, and gets points for effort, but cannot save the whole
song.
Nor can a few decent tunes
save an entire CD. The best efforts on the CD would probably
be "Strategem," where Todd
Park Mohr begins to show some
character to his voice, "Poor
Miss," and "Magdelina." On the
whole, the word 'boring' essentially describes this CD. The
potential seems to be there, both
vocally and instrumentally,but
is never really rilled.
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Student Reminds Us Of The Beauty At Trinity
down by this kind of analysis, and an
air of negativity has begun to pervade
the campus.
Homecoming is always a hectic weekThe community seems to be enend. By Friday afternoon the campus tering into a phase of self-exploration.
seemed to be infiltrated with alumni, all Changes on campus have occurred
longing to recapture the past for one week- ranging from Mather's renovation to a
end. At dinner Sunday night, my friends fraternity system which has been forced
and I were discussing the weekend. The to go coed. A lack of discussion of
conversation at my table was a free for all, these issues is not wise either, but many
and as usual, we were all talking in a frenzy times we all lose sight of the positive
about our week, work load and activities. and concentrate heavily on the negaThe conversation eventually led to a dis- tive aspects of Trinity and the changes
cussion of the alumni's enthusiasm for the that are occurring. There is a differcampus and a sudden appreciation for our ence between criticism toward change
own time here at Trinity.
and an unproductive sense of negativIt seems to me that lately morale at ity.
Trinity has been low. We are in a constant
I too criticize the school anywhere
state of criticism as a community. The from its bureaucracy to the sticky spainternal problems, the student government, ghetti at dinner or to the fact that the
social life, and Hartford have generally frozen yogurt is once again another
been scrutinized by the student body. All flavor. And most of the time I think
of this analysis seems to be the legacy of the these critiques are a part of life. It is
new keg policy.
easy to get caught up in a negative
Most discussions are a healthy analy- discussion of the issues, while forgetsis of the community in which we have ting the positive aspects of our school.
spent so much time. However, many con- More importantly it is easy to forget
versations seem to have taken on an overly the people who make our days a little
negative tone. The community is weighed more tolerable and who are trying to
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Announcements Editor

do their best. The people and the aspects
of Trinity are those which give the school
its distinctive quality. These are the same
things and people who we will all miss
after our time here is done.
I wish we could all spend a day in
the admissions office objectively looking
at our campus. The flaws would be

We might come back once a year for homecomings,
and when we do, I hope we will remember this place
for all it is....
overwhelmed by the genuine attachment of the student body, faculty and
alumni toward the school.
Trinity is more than keg policies, it is
Jane at the Bistro and Del who takes your
I.D. at Mather and teases you about how
frequently you eat. It is lectures in
Seabury when the spring comes and the
breeze drifts in through the pane glass
windows of the old British style classroom. It is soccer games crowded with
enthusiastic, spirited fans in the fall.
Think about all times we have maneuvered our way around the plaque, or
wondered who is to be the next class to

What do yotiittiss the
Tianity?

K*V<I-y-, r. H r : • • •

receive the lemon squeezer. We might
come back once a year for homecomings,
and when we do, I hope we will remember this place for all it is and realize that
we do, in fact, have a voice which can be
exercised toward change.
I know that long after I have forgotten the hassle of parking on Summit

Street, I will remember walking along
the long walk at dusk and looking
through the trees at the city, as the lights
begin to glow and the sports teams are
heading in to dinner.
I will remember looking at the sky
as it bursts into a purple haze as I pass by
the chapel, a dark outline in the back
ground of the scene. These will be the
things which I remember five years from
now when I look back and reflect on my
Trinity years— the positive things, the
times that make Trinity what it is, the
reason we all love this place, but tend to
forget at times.
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Exercising Personal Choice & Threatening Your Grades
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor

As registration week winds down, I
find myself taking a look at the list of
courses for the first time. The week has
been lax for me, since I am on my way to
Europe for the springsemester, and therefore have no need to sign up for classes in
the spring. I am sitting with a sophomore friend. She turns to me, "Did you
know that starting with the class of '97,
Psychology majors have to take Biology
with lab?"
"No, I didn't know that," I respond.
Biology with a lab. Isn't that the class
that my roommate takes where she has
had to dissect rats and other innocent
animals? All I remember thinking at that
time is thank you God for steering me
towards a Sociology major rather than
Psychology.
Then, of course I remembered that I
am the class of '96 and that I wouldn't
have had to worry about it anyway. Still,
I wonder if there are any other people
with my beliefs from the Class of '97 on
who feel as uncomfortable as I do at the
prospect of dissecting an animal. I think
that it is safe to say that there most likely
are.
What if I wanted to take Biology?
What if I had decided that I would have
rather used that class for the fulfillment
of my natural sciences than the Plants
and People class that I actually took? I
wouldn't have been able to, because as
an animal right's advocate I would have

been violating certain personalmoral and
ethical codes that I live by in having to
dissect an animal.
Taking Biology without the lab isn't
a possibility either since the lab and class
go hand in hand. "I don't know who
would take Bio without the lab if it were..
possible because the lab counts for onethird of the grade, " said Tammy Nicol
'96, who is currently taking Biology 152
and will be taking Bio 153 next semester.
She also said that there are a lot of things
that she would not be able to understand
if it were not for the lab.
As of now, there is not an option in
the Biology Department for those who
choose not to dissect.
On a whole, in most biology classrooms across the United States students
who object to dissection are faced with
the possibility of receiving a lower or
even failing grade as a result of their
choice. In such situations the student is
forced to choose between violating their
grades, or violating their religious and/
or ethical principles.
Three out of the fifty states have
initiated legislation to protect students'
rights—Pennsylvania, Florida, and California. The laws in these states say that
an alternative must be provided for those
students who are uncomfortable with
the act of dissecting an animal. The fact
that these laws exist and they have a
choice must be brought to the attention
of the students.
There are many alternatives to
the dissecting of an animal— and many

FROM "SAVING ANIMALS: A GUIDE FOR COLLEGE H U D L N I V

of them are just as educational to the
average student who is not going to be a
doctor, and might happen to be taking
Biology for something other than medical reasons.
One representative who I spoke
with at the American Anti-Vivisection
Society located in PA, said that the use of
computer software is a very popular alternative. "Students can use these programs which give a very detailed account of the insides of (for instance) a
frog, without actually having to deal with
a violation of their rights by making them
cut open the real body," he said. He also
said that there are programs which are

Writing Workshops

Ways Trinity Would
Be Different If
Aaron Spelling Were

Critical Skills For
Critical Reading
And Thinking •*•
1 his workshop is designed for students who would
like to improve their ability to read texts— critically
and actively— in many disciplines. Participants will
practice strategies for discovering meaning, identifying
analytic parts, and evaluating claims and evidence.
Writing Center, 115 Vernon Street.
Wednesday, November 9, 1994,
4:15-5:30 p.m.

Workshop is open to all Trinity Students.
To register, call Kim at x2036.

It Takes the Best of Both Worlds to Prepare
for an International Affairs Career
Combining a multidisciplinary academic tradition with realworld job skills, the M.A. Program in International Relations at
the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
gives its graduates the edge in the international job arena.
niogenvkon-\
/Ouistandiii facuhy connnite*to effectiive\
Advanced techmriogy laMiuog
eirvkon-X /Outstanding
lferencing. )I I\ teaching
ment and global videoconferencing.
teaching and thoughtful advisement.
^Summer internship programs
in VfashingtoB, B.C. and'
iGeojwa, Switzerland

5 network of more (haa
] 6030 professional graduates
iwaridwide

Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
Syracuse University
For more information:
International Relations Program
Syracuse University
225 Eggeis Hall
Syracuse, NY
13244-1090

Call: (315) 443-2306
Fax:(315)443-5451

touch sensitive which allow students to
touch elements of the body and then
provide the student with a detailed description of that part.
He also said that models with removable parts illustrating the basic
anatomy can be just as effective. Slides
and transparencies may be used as well.
Basically, each of us should have the
right to take a class and not feel that our
personal beliefs and/or academic grades
are going to be threatened if we don't
conform to the norm. Anyone should be
able to take Biology at Trinity and not
have to dissect or witness any dissection
proceedings if they choose not to.

College President.
12.
11.
10.
9.
8.
7,
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

FOX would come in clear on all TVs.
Jake would kick some ass at Crow.
We wouldn't have a "Class of '96"
Dylan would move into the Elmo House.
The Cave would be renamed the Peach Pit.
Cindy Watehwoufd be an IDP student
No classes on Monday or Wednesday nights.
Sidney would get picked up working Broad Street.
Two words: Heather Lockiear.
All classes end with "Scenes from next week's
.
Brenda would have transferred to Amherst.
infirmary run by Dr. Michael Mancini.
Written By: Tori Spelling, I.uke Perry, Jennie Garth, jjson Priestly,
Brian Austin-Green, and Jun Moskowitz.

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • W^yne Roggi
Manager
Owner
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Service^
Foreign a n d Domestic Auta Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Underclassmen Score Two-Thirds Of Field Hockey's Total Goals
Continued from page 16.

Alisha Wayman '95. Wayman,
a four year starter, posted a 1.57 •
goals against average and an
87% save percentage in helping
her team with three shutout victories during the season.
Overall, this was a team that
was on the verge of breaking
through in almost every game.
In every match, Trinity played
well enough to win> but in the
end, their efforts did not reflect
on the Scoreboard. "Our only
poor performance came against
Williams," notes Sheppard, "In
our other games, either our offense would show up, and our
defense would falter, or our defense would play tremendously,
and our offense was no where in
sight. If you look at our record,
we lost 1-0 games to Connecticut College, Tufts, and Bowdoin
- close games against teams that
all made the ECAC tournament."
"Inconsistent play best
characterized our season. I

leaned on the upperclassmen,
and they didn't disappoint me,
but I also leaned on some young
people a lot, and they produced
a lot, they just didn't produce
every single game."
Towards the end of the season, some of the younger players started to develop into consistent players. Robin Zopolsky
'98 saw increased playing time
towards the end of the season,
and according to the coaching
staff, will be an impact player
next season. Harrington also
impressed the coaching staff
during the last five games of the
season. "Five games ago, I asked
this team for some players to
step-up and be impact players. I
was even looking for players
that were s till discovering themselves, trying to find their niche,
so they would work hard now,
and say 'Coach, 111 be ready for
next season. I'll be that impact
player.'
Harrington and
Zopolsky can be those players."
Another reallynice surprise

McDavitt Record
Continued from page 13

again would be the only answer.
We never thought about losing."
The season started off well,
with a last second 17-15 victory
over Colby. McDavitt showed
why he was picked as a Preseason All-American by College
Football Magazine, catching 10
passes for 139 yards, including
four on the game winning drive.
However, two straight losses
followed, and the Bantams
found themselves with a losing
record for the first time since
1978. "Yes, it was disappointing. We should not have lost,
but we had to come back. You
know, take the good, deal with
the bad," explained McDavitt.
However, the Bantams recovered, winning their next four
games, including Saturday's
rout of fourth-ranked Amherst.
In the four victories, McDavitt
stepped up his game a notch,
scoring two touchdowns against
Tufts, three against Bowdoin,
and two against Middlebury,
one of which was a 66-yard punt
return. McDavitt commented: "I
knew, as well as the other 15
seniors, we had to show the kind
of character that Trinity football
players have always shown after tough losses; that is the
strength to win." Against
Amherst, who was 5-1 going into
the game, McDavitt continued
his dominance, catching seven
passes for 97 yards including a

37-yard touchdown reception.
The touchdown was McDavitt's
21st in his career (breaking Pat
McNamara's '79 record of 20)
and his 2,321st career receiving
yard
(breaking
Tim
McNamara's '85 record of 2313
yards). If McDavitt has eight
receptions next week, he will
break Terry McNamara's '90
record for career receptions with
158.
But McDavitt does no t want
to take any credit for his accomplishments. The always modest
McDavitt notes, "I have to give
credit to the quarterbacks who
have confidence to throw to me,
the lineman for blocking, and
the coaches who prepare us each
week. I also want to give thanks
to my parents, who attend every game, and my former
coaches who have taught me
the fundamentals of football."
Coach Miller commented about
McDavitt: "Tommy is a special
kid. He is a very good player,
but most of all, he is a great
person which makes him so special."
Football to McDavitt is a 12
month sport. "You prepare ten
months to play two, but those
two months make it all worth
it." For the last four years, Tom
McDavitt has earned the right
to be called one of the college's
all-time greatest receivers because of his desire to achieve
and his passion for the game.

Kearney Harrington's '97 play has impressed the coaching staff over the last 5 games. AUCEYASMSA
this season was the discovery of nice things about this team was team to be complacent and acAshleighBischoff'98. Bischoff, when I called on substitutes to cept what happened this year.
who played all junior varsity come into the game, there was Yes, everyone must understand
games this year and saw no var- no difference in the team's per- that we have a lot of youngplaysity action until the Middlebury formance. Liz Pflug '96, Ashley ers, and overall, I felt we had a
game, really came on strong at Knowles '98, it didn't matter solid year. But, a record like this
the end of the season. "Bischoff who I put in, everyone played is unacceptable. I can understand and accept this record this
is a player that I think can really just as well."
Sheppard summed up the year, but a record like this next
contribute next season," expresses Sheppard. "One of the season best, "I don't want my season is inexcusable."

Ten Seniors will return in 1995

Bruno And Louis Enjoy Solid Seasons
Continuedfrom page 14

"We lost a lot of. close
games," added Louis. "Thebali
seemed to bounce the wrong
way for us. We could have
been 9-5 or 10-4. We were very
unlucky." .
Other teammates snared
the frustration of Bruno and
Louisbutfoundposirivesinthe
season as well. "Wehadagreat
bunch of guys," said tri-captain
Matt Warner '95. "We had a
really successful trip to Europe
at the beginning of the year,
and I think we made a lot of
progress as far as what the team
has to do in the future." "The
team was a lot more together

than in thepast," added the other
tri-captam, Brian Gendron '95.
"Thisyearwasmuchmorepositiver despite the final record."
Gendronwasalsohappytohave
had the opportunity to be a
leader with the Bantams. "Xvpas
pleased with the role the three
captains played," he said. "We
brought the team together."
"We will miss the five seniors - Pat Bruno, Matt Warner,
Brian Gendron, Tim Chisholm
and Josh Borus," said forward
Frank Taylor'97. Next year, the
Bantams will rely on the ten returning juniors to lead them to
accomplish their aspirations,
"Our goal is definitely to make

the [NCAA or ECAC] toutna:
ment," said returning keeper
Louis. "If we get a little lucky,
wecouldbeoneofthetop teams
inNewEngland. Weshouldn't
be satisfied at .500/'
. . Coach Mighten's squad
will hope to use the immediate
past as a learning experience
for 1995. "We have painful
memories/' Taylor said. "I
think we'll grow from otarpainful experience. We'll learn."
Warner is confident he is
leaving the team in good hands.
"I think the younger guys have
a better idea how to lead the
team. I think the team's going
nowhere but up."

INTER EUROPE SPfEUClfS
eompagsiie elaude beauelair ~ paris

Tuesday, November 1 0 , 1 9 9 4
Trinity College

Seabury Hall 9-17
4:15-6:00 p.m.

"Sacred Forms of the Feminine5
presented by

SheiSa Richards
Visual Artist
-Open to the Public-

les femmes savantes
- montage ~
mise en scene CLAUDE BEAUCLAIR
costumes FRANCOISE

MOJERET

AUSTIN ARTS CENTER
~~
GARMANY HALL
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1994 at 8PM
FREE ADMISSION
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Reaches ECAC Playoffs for first time since 1989...

Guild's Goal Not Enough; Women Finish With 6-5-4 Record
Bowdoin's animosity, however, was used
as a motivating tool before Wednesday's
game. "Our team was so fired up about
all that Bowdoin garbage that we packed
it in," she said adamantly. "We weren't
intimidated by them at all - in fact we
dominated most of the first half."
The Bantams were impressive before intermission,
luspite going' into
the locker room
down 2-1. Bowdoin
hdd opened the
'•.coring midway
through the first
half with a fluke
goal on a defensive
miscue by Trinity.
1 Itree Bantam defenders could not
i lear the ball from
die back line, and it
! i ickled into the net
lor a 1-0 Polar Bear
k-ad.
Minutes later,
Howdoin doubled
rlieir advantage on
n direct penalty
kick, when Trinity
ki ;eper Sue Lally '96
i uuldn't stop the
bcill as it sailed tou ard the high left
turner of the goal.
1 .illy, who was hindered by a severe
<nintusiontoherleft
thigh sustained
a gainst Middlebury
l.i st weekend, got a
glove on the ball,
Go-Captain Margot Moses '95 is all concentration AUCEVAHAM but wasn't mobile
as she controls the ball for Trinity.
enough to make a
Continued from page 16.

aged to force a scoreless tie.
The Polar Bear coaching staff had
been upset after the game about Trinity's
packed-in defense/ which featured only
one forward, complaining that the Bantams "wouldn't play with them." Trinity Coach Maureen Pine said that

clean save. "It was definitely a ball Lalls dominating the midfield. Wewerehappy
could have gotto if she had beenhealthy," with our effort. It was a good way to
said Pine.
close out the season; we really played
The Bantams countered, however, with them."
with ten minutes remaining in the first
Pine agreed, noting, "Our kids
half on a play that Pine called "One of the sucked it up and played with a lot of
most beautiful goals I've ever seen in the heart - we still had some hurt people out
histoiy of Trinity women's soccer." Sue there. This whole season we had a solid
Church '96 lofted a centering pass to- soccer team, and if we had not suffered
ward the net as Alyson Guild '97 came such a rash of injuries, we may have been
charging full speed into the goalie box. able to host a game [in the tournament].
The Polar Bear keeper came out to make But we made it to the ECAC's, so our
the save, but arrived a split second late, girls don't feel like it was a devastating
as Guild dove and headed the ball into defeat. Bowdoin played well, and you
the net. In the process, the two engaged can't take anything away from them."
in a thunderous collision, knocking the The Polar Bears advanced to the tournaBowdoin goalie out of the game, and ment semifinals, where they were beaten
sending Guild to the sidelines with a by Bates 2-0. Bates played Wesleyan in
neck injury for the remainder of the half. the ECAC finals on Sunday losing 1-0 on
She Was able to come back and play after overtime penalty kicks.
intermission. For the sophomore forThe final whistle on Wednesday sigward from Rocky Hill, CT, it was her nified the end of the playing careers for
eighth goal of the season, doubling her the six Bantam seniors: Co-captains Lea
outptft from last year, and it gave the Wedge and Margot Moses; Sarah
Bantams momentum 'heading' into half- Menoyo, Benagh Richardson, Kelli
time.
Murphy, and Lissa Smith. The game had
In the second period, Trinity was a bittersweet ending for Wedge, who
not able to get the equalizer, despite the was proud of her team's post-season apsmaller and inexperienced Bowdoin pearance, and yet lamented the end of
backup goaltender. Instead, the Polar her soccer career at Trinity. "The season
Bears sealed the victory on a corner kick was an overall success," she said. "Makwhich was deflected by Lally, but stuck ing it to the tournament was something
back in the goal on the rebound follow. else, after not having gone for four years.
The 3-1 final was even closer than the I'll miss soccer. It has been a great outlet
score indicated, as the teams had almost in so many ways by enabling me to conidentical shots-on-goal statistics. Mean- tinue to play, be athletic, and be on a
while, Lally made 12 saves, compared to team."
9 combined by the two Bowdoin goalies.
Qualifying for the playoffs definitely
Still, the Bantams were pleased by gives Trinity something to build on for
their efforts and dwelled on the positives next season. "We still need to work on
after the game. "They were powerful in our depth and speed," said Pine, "but we
the middle last time," said junior have a good cornerstone, and with some
midfielder Jenny Rogers. "We were able excellent recruits coming in, we should
to neutralize them this time though, by be even stronger next year."

Move Over McNamara's...

Profile: Tom McDavitt
BY AL CARBONE
Sports Editor

The game ends and the Trinity football team has just defeated Amherst 46-6
in front of a large Homecoming crowd of
8,157 fans. It is the last game the Trinity
seniors will ever play on Dan Jessee Field.
As usual a large crowd huddles around
Tom McDavitt '95. With a huge smile on
his face, McDavitt receives congratulations, thanks everyone for coming to the
game, and even signs a few autographs
for his young fans.
Itwasjustanother day for McDavitt,
a star player whose fantastic games can
be charted on numerous graphs. But on
this Saturday, McDavitt set two college
records, one for career-receiving yards
and the other for career-receiving touchdowns.
McDavitt, who hails from Plymouth,
Massachusetts, came to Trinity via The
Hotchkiss School. An all-star quarterback in high school, McDavitt was actually recruited as a wide receiver by Trinity coach Don Miller. "Coach Miller told
me straight up that receiver would be
where I could be used best," McDavitt
explained. With an All-New England
quarterback, James Lane '92 still playing, and two more (Paul Broderick '93
and Steve Mikulski '95) ready and waiting, McDavitt thought that playing split
end would allow him the chance to play
as a freshman.
As a freshman, McDavitt made good
use of his opportunities, catching 26
passes for 386 yards and two touchdowns. A two-time NESCAC Rookie of
the Weekhonoree,McDavitt teamed with
Second Team All-ECAC split end Mike
Giardi '93 to form a dangerous tandem
for the Trinity's offense. McDavitt credits Giardi for helping him learn this new
position, "In thescrimmage versus Tufts,

I was running a pattern full speed over
the middle, and a Tufts linebacker really
cleanedmy clock. Afterwards, Mike gave
me some advice how to run patterns
safely. He really helped me because I
would probably be dead by now."
The next year, McDavitt continued
his assault on opposing defenses, catching 29 passes for 560 yards for a 19.3
average and a team-high eight touchdowns. Six of those touchdowns were
for thirty yards or more. "With Giardi
running patterns underneath, I was able
to break downfield for long passes and
Paul (Broderick) wasable to connect with
me," McDavitt commented about the
double loose formation that the Bantams
run.
As a junior, McDavitt found himself
as the lone split end, which enabled him
to lead the NESCAC in receptions (49),
despite missing one game with a shoulder injury. McDavitt was instrumental
in helping the 1993 squad go undefeated,
the first undefeated record since 1955.
For his efforts, McDavitt received AI1NESCAC and All-ECAC honors. Two
games really stood out for McDavitt in
1993: an all-around performance in a 217 win over Williams and a 15 catch, 205
yard day in a 55-30 victory over Tufts.
The 15 receptions in the Tufts game tied
a college record. McDavitt commented
about the 1993 season: "We played hard
every game, and everyone contributed
to the wins. It was really fun to be a part
of that team. I did my part. When we
have 3rd and 9, Milky [Mikulski] always
seemed to find me for the first down."
With sixteen starters returning for
the 1994 season,McDavitthadbig expectations for his senior season: "I knew that
L along with Shaun Kirby '95 and
Mikulski, would be marked targets. But,
we really believed that going undefeated
Please turn to page 12

Tom McDavitt '95 heads for the end zone in the 46-6 thrashing of
Amherst. McDavitt broke two college receiving records and is closing
in on a third.
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Trinity Men's Soccer: 1994 Season In Review
BY GEOFF GRANDE
AND MARK MENTONE
Sports Writers
A four game losing streak,
a decisive tactical move halfway
through the season, the Bruno
Bellyflop, and "a great bunch of
guys" characterized the Trinity
Men's Soccer team's 1994 season.
Trinity started the season
off well, jumping out to a 2-1
record, with wins over Albertus
Magnus and Nichols. Even
though the Bantams trounced
Nichols by a score of 6-0, they
were not in a celebratory mood
after the match. They knew their
toughest stretch of games would
immediately follow.
The next four games indeed
proved to be disastrous for Trinity, as they were outscored 11-3
in losses to Bates, Connecticut
College, Williams and Amherst.
The Bantams formed an unfortunate habit of playing competitive first halves. However, the
squad found themselves losing
games as result of sub-par second halves. The lack of offensive power and the nonexistence of a big goal scorer were
the main troubles of the Trinity
squad during this tough stretch
of losses. With seven games still
remaining in the season, a
change was needed for the Bantams to have any chance at postseason play.
A positional rearrangement
by coach Ed Mighten, which

moved Pat Bruno '95 to forward
from his usual defensive center
midfield position, proved to be
rewarding. Over the next five
matches, the senior tri-captain
took over and carried the offensive load on his shoulders, scoring ten goals and providing
two assists.
Bruno's spurt provided
both team success and individual honors. The Bantams
won four of the next five games
to even up their record put them
into post-season contention.
Meanwhile, Bruno, who hails
from Smithfield, RI, was named
NESCAC Co-Player of the Week
as well as The College View/Tripod Athlete of the Week. Bruno's
prodigious scoring effort also
allowed him to practice, many
times over, his 'Bruno Bellyflop',
his characteristic goal-celebrating head-first dive.
With two games remaining
and its record at .500, Trinity
needed to win both contests to
have any hope of participating
in playoff matches. Unfortunately, the Bantams dropped
both, suffering consecutive 2-0
losses to Wesleyan and
Middlebury. With that, the Trinity squad's season ended at 6-8,
finishing short of the ECACs for
the third straight year.
Bruno, with twelve goals
and two assists for the season,
was by far Trinity's leading
scorer. In fact, he had the fourthbest season ever by a Bantam for
both goals scored and points

earned (26). (In both categories,
the top" "three all belong to the
same'pVrson, Alex Guild '61.)
As a result of his play, Bruno
could be receiving consideration
for post-season accolades.
Kevin Kane '96 was a distant second to Bruno, gaining
eight points on three goals and
two assists. The junior left
midfielder's season was highlighted by a two-goal performance against MIT. The only
other Bantam to score more than
two goals was forward Sean
McElligott '96, who also picked
up three, including two in an
early-season victory over
Nichols College. Greg Cartin
'96 followed with sixpoints (2,2),
and Neil Zoltowski '96 had five
(24).
Goalkeeper P.J. Louis '96
was another bright spot for the
team. Louis started all but one
game for the Bantams and
earned 2.5 shutouts. The junior
from East Longmeadow, MA,
had three 12-save games, including a 3-0 shutout of Eastern Connecticut State. For the season he
saved 81 shots on goal and registered a 1.44 goals-against average. On numerous occasions,
Louis was forced to make spectacular saves just to keep games
close.
Team members were by
and large disappointed by their
sub .500 season. "I wish we
could start the season over right
now," said Louis. "I'm very
frustrated." Despite his indi-

vidual honors, Bruno agreed
with his keeper. "If s a bit disappointing that we didn't acComplish our goals. Our goals

were to make the playoffs and
to finish up with a winning
record."
Please turn to page 12

Jonathan Freeman '98 impressed his teammates by
contributing the defense's success.

ALICE YAMADA

Schramm and McDavitt Break College Records

Continued from page 16.
yard field goal just inside the
right upright with 4:09 left in the
first quarter. The next five offensive series were extremely
futile for both teams. Mikulski
threw two interceptions, while
Mason coughed up the ball running into his own player, and
Amherst quarterback, Rob
DeVries threw two interceptions
himself. DeVries' second bad
decision was costly as Schramm
got his first pick of the day, returning the ball to the Amherst
37 yard line.
Two plays later, co-captain
Shaun Kirby '95 went around
the right side of the line behind
superb blocking from Josh
Newsome '95 and Tim Hawke
'95, and dove into the end zone
for the score. McDavitt tacked
on the extra point giving the

Bantams a 10-0 advantage.
Amherst answered back for the
first and only time during the
game on their next possession.
DeVries found his receiver Mike
Brendler '97 for a 36-yard catch,
and then connected on a 30-yard
touchdown strike to his other
target, Chris Miller '97.
Trinity came right back
marching 50 yards on seven
plays to keep the Lord Jeffs at
bay. Scott Maurer '96 made the
key play on the drive catching a
Mikulski pass and turning it into
a 16-yard gain down to the
Amherst 14 yard line. Three
plays later Kirby ran around the
right side for a 5 yard score.
McDavitt's point after attempt
was successful, giving the Bantams a 17-6 advantage.
Maurer would conclude the
first half scoring with the most

exciting runningplay of the year.
Facing a third down and seven
at their own 37 yard line, Trinity
stayed on the ground and ran an
option to the right. Mikulski
flipped the ball over to Maurer,
who, after only a couple of
yards, was met by a group of
Lord Jeff tacklers. Somehow
Maurer broke the tackle by sliding under them and keeping one
hand on the turf for balance.
Maurer would break three more
tackles as he scooted 63 yards
for the touchdown. The 5' 10
Maurer shrugged, "I guess that
is the advantage of being short."
McDavitt's point after failed and
Trinity took a 23-6 lead into halftime.
Kicker R.J. Rondini '95 began the scoring for the Bantams
in the second half with a nice 24yard field goal directly through

A plethora of Bantam Savages want an Amherst shirt for a souvenir.

AUCE YAMADA

the uprights. Meanwhile, the
defense continued to harass
DeVries, as LB Marc Pezzuto '96
recorded the third Bantam interception, returning the ball to
the Amherst 38. Nine plays later
Kirby ran for his third touchdown of the day from two yards
out.
The running game was sensational for Trinity. Kirby
rushed for 73 yards on 12 carries
while his counterpart Maurer
had 115 yards on 10 carries.
Much of the success came from
the Ranch Hogs: Tiger Reardon
'96, Newsome, Hawke , John
Dugan '96, and Vin Mase '95,
who gave Bantam runners huge
lanes to run through. Reardon,
the offensive tackle, commented,
"After a few plays we knew we
owned them. Overall it was a
great job for the offense."
Amherst still threatened to
score a few times during the
second half, but as Schramm
claims, "The sign of a good defense is to snap back." The Lord
Jeffs at the start of the fourth
quarter moved the ball deep into
Trinity territory. On fourth and
goal from the nine yard line,
however, Schramm intercepted
DeVries in the end zone.
Schramm's two interceptions set
a school record for 16 career interceptions, surpassing John
Dauphinee '92 and Chris Max
'74 who each had 14. As a result
of his efforts, Schramm was
named NESCAC Co-Defensive
Player of the Week. It is the second week in a row that a Bantam has earned the honor, as
Peter Tighe '95 was the recipient last week for his performance
against Middlebury.
Another record would be
broken later in the quarter when

Mikulski found his favorite target for the Bantams, split end
McDavitt.
Mikulski hit
McDavitt on a quick five-yard
out pass. After catching the pass,
the star receiver faked out the
Lord Jeff cornerback and
sprinted in for the 37-yard score.
McDavitt caught seven passes
for 97 yards, but more importantly, he set the Trinity career
receiving yards record (2,321)
overtaking Tim McNamara's
2,313 in 1984. The receiving
touchdown was McDavitt's 21st,
and that too breaks the Trinity
career record set by Tim's
brother Pat McNamara in 1979.
McDavitt reflected, "The record
is nice . . . I have had some great
quarterbacks throwing to me
over four years, JL (James Lane
'92), Paul (Broderick '93), and
Steve. I have been a great [beneficiary] to those quarterbacks."
Raymond Jones '97 would
add salt to the Lord Jeff's wound
with 5:20 left in the game. Jones,
behind many of the reserve Bantam blockers, found a large hole
over the right end and strolled
in for 33-yard score. Rondini
tacked on the extra point and
the game was history.
The victory was truly historic for the sixteen seniors on
the team. Over the course of
four years, these sixteen seniors
have not lost a game at Dan
Jesse Field (15-0-1). McDavitt,
an ever modest presence, said
that although he is extremely
happy with his individual
records, "The record I am most
proud of is our team record. I
am just excited to be a part of
that." The record is a testament
to a solid job by a solid corps of
seniors who have brought great
success to Trinity football.

1994 ECAC NEW ENGLAND
DIYISIONIII FOOTBALLPOLL
(Week #8 - NOVEMBER 7,1994)

Team
Rec:ord PcDints
8-0
Plymouth State
201
2.
7-0
Williams
194
3.
Colby
6-1
137
4.
5-2
TRINITY
116
5.
UMass-Dartmouth 7-2 107
6.. Maine Maritime
6-2
94
7.
Bridgewater State 6-3 78
8.
7-2
Worcestor State
62
9.
W.P.I.
5-3
54
10. Salve Regina
7-1 45

r-H

Rank

Wholehearted Apologies
The Tripod Sports Editors would like to
I extend a public apology to senior crosscountry co-captain Alexis Colby for omitting her from last week's Bantam Sports
[ Shorts section.
Colby, who was All-NESCAC last year,
| once again earned recognition with a sixth
place finish at the NESCAC Championship
in Waterville, Maine. Colby and fellow seI nior Sarah Stuckey (3rd place) have earned
: a spot in the New Englands, which will be
I held this weekend in Gorham, Maine. This
j past weekend, Colby and Stuckey placed
second and third in a dual meet against
Wesleyan.
Colby and Stuckey have been the main
j reasons why the Women's Cross Country
I team has been ranked number six in New
England.

NESCAC Honors
Congratulations to Greg "Tex"
iSchramm, a senior free safety from
Ronkonkoma, New York, for being
named NESCAC Co-Defensive Player
of the Week for his two interception, 12
tackle performance against Amherst.

1994 TRINITY COLLEGE FIELD HOCKEY STATISTICS
NO
15
1
13
18
4
9
2
28
17
5
14
21
26
16
29
12
27

NAME
Norland, Anna
Waldman/Jory
Iacoho, Monica
Morgan, Heather
Barkman, Mali
Fenwick, Beth
Harrington, Kearney
Knowles, Ashley
Seibert, Libby
Altshul, Katie
Bischoff, Ashleigh
Carry, Kate
Dakin, Jenny
Raether, Alexa
Zopolsky, Robin
Blicharz, Ali
Pflug, Liz
TOTALS

31

YR
98
97
95
96
96
95
97
98
96
97
98
95
97'
96
98
97
97

GPG
14 7
14 4
14 3
14 1
14 2
14 2
13 1
12 1
6 1
11 0
1 0
14 0
14 0
11 0
11 0
9 0
1 0
14 22

Career Stats
GPG A Pts.
14 7 1 15
31 8 7 23
65 11 14 36
34 1 6 8
46 4 7 15
62 12 1 25
21 2 2 6
12 1 0 2
9 1 0 2
11 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
59 0 0 0
28 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 •
11 0 0 o .
9 0 0
1 0 0

A Pts.
1 15
5 13
5 11
4
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
19

6

4

'

4

4
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

63

.

G GAMin Svs Sv. Pet .
14 22 980 148 .870
36 40 2449 281 .875

Wayman, Alisha'95
career

G.AA. W-L-TSO
1.57
6-8
3
1.14
20-13 11

Special Thanks to Kevin Kavanagh, Sport Information Director, for use of the statistics

Statistics Mania II
Football Statistical Leaders After Seven Games (5-2)
RUSHING
NAME
Scott Maurer
Shaun Kirby

YARDS
395
280

RECEIVING
NAME
Tom McDavitt
Shaun Kirby
Greg Broderick
Scott Maurer

17

299

PASSING
NAME
Steve Mikulski

120

210

DEFENSIVE LEADERS
NAME
Ryan Hankard
Marc Pezzuto
Greg Schramm
Rick Fonte
Jon Golas
Peter Tighe
Jono Lenzner
Sean Hankard

YDS/GM
56.4
45.6
YD/REC TD'I
17.9
9
9.1
, 2
13.6
0
17.6
1

245.0

SOLO
34
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College View Cafe
View Specials:
Tuesday is $3.50*
pitcher night.
Sundays, $3.50* pitchers,
9 til closing with this ad.

=Mil's Best.

I'lio College View/Tripod Athk'Li1
oi the Week award goes to the entires
Trinity Football team for its outstand-s
ing effort on Saturday. The team, led by I
its sixteen seniors played inspired fool-|
ball, destroying the overrated Amherst [
Lord Jeffs 46-6. Co-Captain Shaun Kirby \
'95 , who scored three touchdowns inj
the game, summed it up best: "This win j
was a total team effort, everyone played j
an integral part. We showed how good j
we really are." Congratulations guys,
but remember that N.C.A.A. rules pro-1
hibit student-athletes from receiving free I
food or drink.
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Seniors finish 15-0-1 at home...

Bantam Football Proves Gerety Left A Better School
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

that racked up 444 total yards
(246 on the ground) and a defense that forced five Amherst
turnovers. A key to the game

for the Bantams to stop the top
ranked NESCAC rusher, Josh
Mason. Defensive tackle Jon
Golas'96, explained, "Our goal

wastoshutMasondown." Trinitydidjustthat,limitingthefullback to 88 yards on 24 carries,
far below his average of 173

yards per game.
The Bantams struck first,
with McDavitt knocking in a 25Please turn to page 14

Homecoming Weekend
1994 will be a day that the sixteen senior members of the Trinity football team will always
cherish. On Saturday, the Bantams crushed the Amherst Lord
Jeffs 46-6 on a sunny day at Dan
Jessee Field to complete an impressive four-year home record
of 15-0-1. For Tom McDavitt '95
and Greg "Tex" Schramm '95,
this day was extra special, as
McDavitt broke Trinity receiving records for most career receiving yards and most career
touchdown receptions (2,123
yards, 21 TDs), while Schramm
set a college record for most career interceptions (16).
The game was important
for both teams. Unlike recent
years, Amhersthad a'solid team,
entering the game with a 5-1
record and a rankinghigher than
the Bantams in the latest ECAC
New England Division III football poll (Amherst ranked #4,
Trinity#7). Trinity entered with
a 4-2 record still hungry for recognition as a top team in the
NESCAC.
Defensive lineman Rick
Fonte '95 claimed, "We came in
with the frame of mind not to
lose. We really wanted to blow
them out." Trinity accomplished their goal with an all- Greg Broderick '95 runs over a helpless Amherst defender after catching a pass from Steve Mikulski '95. Broderick
around offensive performance caught three passes for 37 yards in the 46-6 victory over the Lord Jeffs.

AUCEYAMADA

Women's Soccer Loses Tough 3-1 Field Hockey Looking
Decision to Bowdoin In ECAC's Forward To Next Year
BYJONMOSKOWTTZ
Sports Editor
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AUCE VAHWA
With a crowd of screaming fans and GO TRINITY! behind her, Jen
Rogers '96 took control of the game all season long.
since IWO. atter winning the
The Bantams,
BYliRYANSATTFR
tournament in 1989.
in the tournament, came
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ter seat-on came to an end last Bowdoin, A home field advan- match up against second seed
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The 1994 field hockey season will go down as one of the
most unique in Coach Robin
Sheppard's 21 years at Trinity
College. Some of the unique
occurrences included a freshman leading the team in scoring, a senior playing every
minute of every game in goal,
and the team, which started the
season 4-1, only winning two of
their remaining nine games and
finishing below .500 for the first
time since 1975.
Anna Norland, a freshman
forward from Canton, CT, surprised not only the Trinity community, but the entire league,
with her two goal performance
in her first collegiate match.
From there, Norland proceeded
to lead the team in scoring,
notching 7 goals and 1 assist, for
15 points. "Before the season,
other teams in the league were

looking at the Trinity roster trying to determine who would be
Trinity's lead scorer. Then in
the first game of the season, a
freshman [Norland] surprises
everyone by scoring two-goals.
After that game, everyone
would mark Anna. It's amazing
how well she did given the fact
she was a marked target," expresses Sheppard.
The team distributed its
scoring evenly, as nine different
people scored for the team this
year. Sophomore Jory Waldman
had four goals, senior co-captain Monica Iacono had three
goals, Beth Fenwick '95 and Mali
Barkman '96 eachhadtwo goals,
and Kearney Harrington '97,
Libby Seibert '96, Ashley
Knowles '98, and Heather Morgan '96, each had one goal.
On defense, co-captain Kate
Carty '95 and Jenny Dakin '97
led a core of experienced defendersinprotectinggoalkeeper
Please turn to page 12
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